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Abstract

After a brief introduction to the structure of the jetted (or radio-loud) Active
Galactic Nuclei (AGN), we talk about the evidence of relativistic components in the
jets. Then we talk about their empirical classification and the hint that brings scien-
tists to a generic unified classification, in particular for the jetted ones. We present
the two main models to explain their Spectral Energy Distribution (SED), that is the
leptonic and the lepto-hadronic model, in which the principal responsible of the high
energy part of the SED are respectively electrons or protons. In these models, the
acceleration of the particles takes place in the inner part of the AGN jet, accelera-
tion that is caused by the electromagnetic field formed by the Super Massive Black
Hole (SMBH), located in the center of the AGN. When protons become relativistic,
neutrinos can be formed through the interaction between a proton and a gamma pho-
ton (Bethe-Heitler pair production) or the interaction between two protons. So, we
discuss neutrino production and briefly how to estimate their flux. Finally, we talk
about the detection methods and the detection through neutrino telescopes, in partic-
ular the high-energy events registered by IceCube Neutrino Observatory in 2018 from
the blazar TXS 0506+056 and in 2022 from the Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 1068.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are a class of extragalactic objects that apparently
include a large variety of components. Their name comes from the first observation of
these objects, where the brightest part of the galaxy was seen to be a compact region
of the central part; this was the first clue for understanding how they work. This high
luminosity requires for its explanation the presence of other processes than nuclear
fusion, that generically explain the luminosity of a star (and so of a galaxy), and also
the explanation of the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) requires the presence of
an "unconventional" process. These processes are all powered by the presence of a
supermassive black hole (SMBH) in the center of every AGN, in which gravitational
potential energy is converted into luminosity. The two main unconventional processes
that happen in AGN are synchrotron radiation and Inverse Compton (IC), but for
now, we postpone this discussion in chapter 3.

These objects emit from the radio to the X-ray/γ-ray band of the electromagnetic
spectrum, and are so bright that they have been observed at very large spatiotemporal
distances; for this reason, they are a very important source for observational cosmology,
in particular for the cosmological models of the evolution of the universe in its first
billion years of life. For example, the proof of the isotropy of our universe for the
∼ Mpc distance scale was proved thanks to AGN.

At first, apparently different objects were classified as AGN, dividing them into
categories based on the spectral characteristics observed. Therefore it seemed that it
was a very heterogeneous class, united only by the presence of a very bright central
part. Today, after about 70 years of studying these objects, we are very confident in
dividing the AGN into two main categories: the jetted or radio-loud ones, and the
radio-quiet ones.

1.1 Generic Structure
As mentioned before, in the center of an AGN there is a SMBH typically of 106 −
109 M⊙. The gas orbiting around this gain angular momentum and arrange in a plane,
forming the accretion disk. In this, friction heats up the gas at high temperatures,
forming a thermal spectrum that has the black body’s peak in the optical-UV. Beyond
the accretion disk, there is a torus (or a similar distribution; see [43], [33] and [32]) of
gas, that has a high optical depth and so is one of the responsible for the heterogeneous
appearance of the AGN. This appears obvious by looking the figure 1.1: depending
on the line of sight, an AGN can appear very different.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic structure of the two types of AGN. The dashed grey line
divides the two radio categories.

In addition to these components, considering the plane of the accretion disk as a
symmetry plane, there are two regions of gas that form emission lines in the optical
and UV: the Narrow Line Region (NLR) and the Broad Line Region (BLR). The NLR
is located further out and there the gas moves slower with respect to the other region.
The BLR, having the higher velocity gas, has broader lines; the velocity is probably
radiated driven by the accretion disk. The NLR, combining the slower velocity and
the lower densities of the gas, has narrower lines.

Around the SMBH most likely there is a hot corona that contributes to the X-ray
continuum. This structure is assumed to be in spherical geometry and is formed mainly
by relativistic electrons and protons; the geometry is supported by the Compton
reflection observed in some sources, see [35]

The main difference between radio-quiet and jetted AGN is, as the name suggests,
the presence of a jet and its activity in the radio part of the spectrum; also the jets
are responsible for the heterogeneous appearance of the AGN. In these structures,
plasma is ejected with high velocity, relativistically at least in the first part of the jet.
Observationally, the difference between the two radio classes is measured by the ratio
of the flux in two specific frequencies, for example, measuring the flux in the B band
(FB), and the flux at 5 GHz (F5). Based on [29], we talk about a jetted AGN when:

FB/F5 ≳ 10

Looking at the figure 1.2 on the following page, the reason for this selection method
is clear: the gap between the radio-loud and the radio-quiet at 10 GHz is almost two
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Figure 1.2: There can be seen the difference between a radio-quiet AGN (black)
and a star-forming galaxy (grey). It clearly appears that AGNs have a
substantial emission for all the electromagnetic spectrum.

orders of magnitude. The overall plot refers to a radio-quiet AGN; in the chapter 3
there is a comparison with a blazar SED. We note that the thermal radiation of the
torus and the accretion disk dominates respectively the infrared and the optical-UV
of the SED, while the corona largely contributes at higher energy together with other
processes that vary according to the type of AGN.

Based on that, roughly 15−20% of AGNs are jetted. These have two jets, roughly
symmetric with respect to the plane of the accretion disk, in which particles are accel-
erated by the electromagnetic field generated by the SMBH. Based on what particle
is accelerated, it forms a specific radiation output. Electrons form synchrotron radia-
tion that is responsible for the smooth non-thermal radio radiation that characterizes
this class of AGNs; part of synchrotron photons are also the main source for the IC.
Protons, if relativistic, take part in more complex processes, that at the end form
γ-ray and high-energy neutrinos, typically in the order of TeV or even PeV. Due to
this, jets are the principal source of the radio and γ-ray part of the SED, and also for
neutrinos.

In the figure 1.1 on the previous page are summarized the main structures of the 2
AGN categories; the names surrounding the image refer to their classification, which
is discussed in chapter 2. To contextualize, a 108 M⊙ black hole has a Schwarzschild
radius1 of ∼ 6 AU, from ∼ 10 to 103 UA begin the accretion disk, BLRs are located

1This is a radius rg associated with every mass M , which coincides with the event horizon of a
Schwarschild black hole (spherical, non-rotating and without electric charge). It correstpond to:

rg =
2GM

c2

where G it’s the universal gravitational constant.
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Figure 1.3: Angular distribution of a charged particle in the classical case (left) and
relativistic case (right). Note that ∆ϕ is the aperture of the radiation
cone, and depends on the inverse of the γ factor of the particle.

within ∼ 10−2 pc of the black hole and NLRs extend from ∼ 1 to 102 pc. The
dusty torus begins at ∼ 10−1 pc, and jets begin within this scale and may produce
radio-emitting structures extended up to ∼ Mpc scale.

1.2 Evidence of relativistic jets
The two principal phenomena that suggest the presence of a relativistic component in
the AGN have already been mentioned above:

• "Extreme" brightness temperature. Jetted AGN have temperature T ≳
1010 erg s−1 and this temperature is too high to be due to thermal processes.

• Synchrotron radiation. This radiation occurs when charged particles move
relativistically in a region permeated by a magnetic field. The particles form a
curved path, and the result is radiation collimated along the velocity vector (see
figure 1.3); the collimation and the peak of the radiation are greater the closer
particles get to the speed of light. So, since we are sure that the lower-energy
radiation of the SED is explained like this, there is some process that accelerates
particles at relativistic energies.

As introduced in [13], the presence of a relativistic component in the jet forms
different phenomena: rapid variability in the spectrum, high polarization, high lumi-
nosity, and apparent superluminal transverse velocity2. These are a direct consequence
of the special relativity effect of the transformation of angles (relativistic aberration),
and when we see these peculiarities in an AGN, we are almost completely sure that
there is a relativistic component. To understand these effects it’s important to intro-
duce the Doppler factor :

δ = [γ(1− β cos(θ)]−1 (1.1)
2This occurs when the angle between the line of sight and the velocity vector of the source is

small.
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where β = v/c is the velocity of the source (respect a generic reference frame)
related to the speed of light, γ = 1/

√
1− β2 is the respective Lorentz factor and θ is

the angle between the velocity vector and the line of sight of the observer (generically
lay in the reference frame in which velocity is measured). This factor becomes strongly
important when the speed of the source becomes relativistic: in the case that the line
of sight is aligned with the velocity vector (θ = 0), the δ tends to ∞ when β tends to
unity. With this equation, we can explain the mentioned phenomena that we see in
the jets:

• Superluminal motion. While emitting photons, a relativistic source "runs
after" these. So, if the line of sight forms a small angle with the velocity vector
[30] of the source (θ tend to 0 in equation (1.1)), in the observer frame the
observed time interval, ∆t, differs from the intrinsic one, ∆t

′
:

∆t = δ−1∆t
′

(1.2)

So, when we calculate the transverse velocity of the source, we overestimate this
because the perceived time interval is shorter. Typically values of superluminal
motion are in the order of ∼ 30c/(H0/50) [46];

• Enhancement of luminosity. Inverting the relation in the previous point, we
found an analogous relation for the perceived frequencies, ν, in relation to the
intrinsic one, ν

′
:

ν = δ ν
′

(1.3)

it follows that we receive blue-shifted (neglecting the motion of the source with
respect to the observer) radiation. If we calculate the specific intensity (Iν(ν)),
we find that there is a boosting in this one respect to the original one (I

′

ν′ (ν
′
):

Iν(ν) = δ3I
′

ν′ (ν
′
)

Integrating over frequencies, there is an another δ factor due to (1.3):

F = δ4F ′ (1.4)

and so will be for the luminosity;

• High variability. The degree of variability in AGN is frequently measured by
the change in flux over time, substantially a relative change in flux about > 30%.
From equations (1.4) and (1.2) we obtain:

F

∆t
= δ5

F ′

∆t′
(1.5)

Several AGN are seen in the condition to observe this phenomena (they are
called Blazar), and the time-scale of variability is in the order of a few days.3

• High polarization. Synchrotron radiation is particularly efficient for lighter
particles, so are generically the electrons the ones that power that. Generically,
in the jet, electrons have a helical motion, and we know that when a charged

3The equations of the previous two points are valid for a point-like source, but in our case, we
can’t make this assumption. The consequence is a decreasing of a δ in the equation, due to Lorentz
length contraction.
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particle moves in a not uniform motion it emits radiation. This is polarized
in parallel to the acceleration vector, that is in the plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field. The polarization depends on the orientation and the variation
of the magnetic field.

Another evidence of the presence of relativistic jets comes from the presence of
the γ-ray radiation. In order for these high-energy photons to escape the source, the
optical depth at these wavelengths must be of order unity or less; this is equivalent
to saying that compactness must be less by 40. This dimensionless parameter is
proportional to the ratio of luminosity-dimension of the source:

ℓ =
L

r

σT

me c3
(1.6)

where L is the luminosity and r is the dimension of the source, me is the mass of
the electron and σT is the Thomson cross-section.

If we calculate this with the apparent luminosity of an AGN, it is in order of
103 − 104, so the γ-ray luminosity must be much smaller than the observed one. This
is resolvable if we assume a relativistic motion, using an analogous (1.4) equation to
put the intrinsic luminosity in the compactness equation; so an additional δ−4 factor
will appear, and the compactness can easily become smaller.4 From equation (1.6),
knowing the observed luminosity and using the mentioned constraint, we can also
estimate the Doppler factor. The values of the δ factor change from object to object,
but it is always > 1.

4An additional δ factor will come from the estimation of the dimension r, that is proportional to
the variability time scale.
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Chapter 2

Classification

In the following chapter, we briefly discuss the empirical and a schematic classification,
which is part of the Unified schemes. As the name suggests, in these schemes we try to
classify together objects that are apparently heterogeneous, but they are substantially
the same ones observed in different ways.

2.1 Empirical classification
As we mentioned before, if we see an AGN spectrum that has an approximately
smooth and strong radio component, we talk about jetted AGN. The other parts of
the spectrum of the two radio classes are similar, suggesting that they have similar
processes that form radiation in these spectral domains [43]. Furthermore, there is a
correlation between jetted ones and black holes spin ([2] and [12]), host galaxy type
[44] and γ radiation, that is jetted ones are located in luminous elliptical galaxies, have
a spinning SMBH and have a considerable γ radiation. All these differences that are
found in observing AGNs are intuitively useful for making a systematic classification.

So when was observed the first handful of AGNs, approximately in the ’60s, they
began to be classified according to similar characteristics, as has been done with the
stellar spectra or with atomic elements. Unfortunately, unlike the two mentioned
examples, this way of classification turned out to be messy: dividing the AGNs in this
way forms very different classes, due to their "anisotropic" structures. Unfortunately,
if we classify them in this way we are not "extracting" the physics of these objects, as
it happened with stellar spectra classification and the periodic table.

Anyway, this classification forms generically three broad types that contain both
radio-loud and jetted ones:

• Type 1. These have bright continua and broad emission lines from hot, high-
velocity gas. The radio-quiet are called Seyfert 1 galaxies and radio-quiet quasars
that are respectively lower and higher luminosity ones. For the jetted ones,
we have Broad-Line Radio Galaxies (BLRG) at low luminosity and radio-loud
quasars at high luminosity, divided into Steep Spectrum Radio Quasars (SSRQ)
or Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars (FSRQ) depending on radio continuum shape;1

1Quasars are apparently point-like objects seen at the higher distances, and radio galaxies are
located nearly and spatially resolved.
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• Type 2. These have weak continua and only narrow emission lines, meaning
either that they have lower velocity gas or, as we see later, the line of sight
to high-velocity ones is obscured by the dusty torus. Radio-quiet are Seyfert 2
galaxies at low luminosity, while the high-luminosity counterparts don’t have a
clearly identified subclass. The jetted ones are called Narrow-Line Radio Galax-
ies (NLRG) and are divided into Fanaroff-Riley I (FRI) and the Faranoff-Riley
II (FRII) [24]. The first ones have lower luminosity, two-sided jets, and dis-
torted lobes, while the others have often one-sided, more collimated jets, higher
luminosity, and two radio lobes (called hot spots). These differences come from
the presence of a more efficient radiative transport mechanism in the FRII, that
causes a powerful jet with prominent relativistic motion, responsible for the one
sided-jet due to relativistic aberration. This can be seen in the figure 2.1. FRIs
probably have relativistic jets too, but at a lower distance scale;

• Type 0.We call them in that way following [45]. AGNs with unusual spectra
are classified there. These include the BL Lacertae (BL Lac) objects, which
are jetted AGNs that lack strong emission or absorption lines. There are also
many subclasses of objects that we can classify in there, which include also some
FSRQ. They have in common high variability, high and variable polarization,
and high brightness temperature; these are all evidence of relativistic motion, as
seen in section 1.2. They have also continuum spectra that resemble the BL Lac
ones. Due to these high variable characteristics, we think that they are more
or less the same objects, so they are referred to simply as FSRQ. Together with
BL Lac, we call them Blazars.

Note that we mentioned only the main AGNs subclasses, and thus already is a
confusing empirical classification.

Figure 2.1: Schematization of the visual differences between the two FR classes. In
practice, the FRI doesn’t have straight lobes, and FRII doesn’t have
hot spots of the same shape. For FRII, the jet sided to the observer is
collimated and boosted in the direction of relativistic motion; the same
for the counter-jet, but in the opposite direction. This causes the one-
sided view. Image credit: Emma Alexander - [1], CC BY 4.0, Wikipedia.

The only thing that we can "extract" from this classification is not an intrinsic
physical one, but a spatial-distribution one, as we can see in figure 1.1: the angle of
view decrease with the Type number. This angle is measured as the angle between the
line of sight and the symmetry axe of the AGN (that is, for radio-loud, roughly the jet
axe), and can vary from 0° to 90°. To be more specific Type 0 are seen near 0°, Type
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2 near 90°, and Type 1 at middle angles. Since Type 1 are seen at middle angles, we
can see the NLR, BLR, and also the radiation from the center of the AGN; in fact, we
see broad lines from BLR and a strong continuum from the central region. The Type
2 have higher angles, so the dusty torus absorbs the radiation of the central region,
and we see only the NRL and the radiation from the jet. Lastly, Type 0 have smaller
angles, so only the radio lobes of jetted ones or the polar outflow of the radio-quiet
are seen.

We can conclude that in this empirical classification, Type 1 or 2 depends on the
obscuring torus and Type 0 depends on the alignment of the line of sight with the
jet/outflow axes. Beyond this, we cannot say anything else and intuitively we cannot
with any of these ways to classify.

2.2 Unification schemes
If the complex structure is a problem for an intuitive classification, it turns out that is
the clue for a simplest one. First of all, it is worth to analyze the causes of anisotropy.

The obscuration by the dusty torus is supported by the observations. In particular,
the detection of polarized light from the central region of Type 2 AGN has been
associated with the obscuration by the torus. The spectrum of polarized radiation
shows broad emission lines very similar to the Type 1 objects, supporting the fact
that, at a large viewing angle, the photons from BLR and the central region are
absorbed by a distribution of gas or dust; polarization is caused when the radiation is
scattered toward the observer. Observing broad lines in the infrared spectra of Type
2 AGN, where optical depth is smaller, confirms the presence of a central obscured
region. Also, the weakness of the X-ray continuum of the Type 2 objects is explained
by the presence of the torus (see [1], [22] and [23]). Another evidence of obscuration
comes from optical images.

Figure 2.2: Two different visions of NGC 5728, that is a Seyfert 2 galaxy. The apex
of the structure coincides with the position of the obscured nucleus.

The biconical structure in figure 2.2 is evident and indicates that the AGN radiation
that is photoionizing the NLR is not illuminating the gas in an isotropic way.
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Another fact is that Blazars have higher superluminal velocities (see [27] and [46])
in agreement with the idea that their jets are more aligned with the line of sight than
other classes of jetted AGN. For this category we note that both FRI and FRII radio
galaxies have pairs of jets, so we can conclude that they are only misoriented Blazars.
In addition to the differences mentioned in the previous section, Fanaroff and Riley
note that FRI types tend to have weaker optical lines (see [38], [42] and [20]) than
FRIIs, and tend to inhabit relatively rich cluster environments (see [36] and [25]) than
FRIIs. Considering all these things, one can intuitively conclude that the FRIIs are
the "powerful"2 counterpart of the FRIs.

So, the presence of the torus and the jets can be used to make two simple Uni-
fication Models, based on the previous evidence/assumption. The two models that
we will see below are simplifications of reality, so they are valid in general but don’t
always work perfectly.

2.2.1 Unification of jetted AGN
It is widely accepted that jetted AGNs are the same object seen at a different angle
of view due to the orientation of the relativistic jet. The FRI and FRII are instead
unified on the basis of jet power. Following Urry and Padovani [45] we can ideally
associate the jetted AGN with a single, power radio-loud source observed at different
viewing angles. The appearance of the object changes from the one of a Blazar (core-
dominated in the radio; weak and or/polarized broad emission lines in the optical), to
the one of type 1 FRI and FRII depending on radio luminosity, and to the one a type
2 at large viewing angle (see figure 1.1 on page 4).

The luminosity of FRII and quasar narrow lines are comparable, and observing
both objects in the infrared it is noted that these are more luminous, confirming the
presence of an obscuring torus. Studying their host galaxies morphology type it’s
difficult because these objects are located principally at high redshifts; despite that,
they see that these galaxies are both probably luminous ellipticals.

FRI and BL Lac are located at lower redshifts, so it was easier to resolve them; it
was discovered that both are giant ellipticals. Also their cosmic evolution is similar
and it was seen that they are located in a similar environment, that is clusters rich in
galaxies.

2.2.2 Unification of radio-quiet AGN
Similar studies were made to unify radio-quiet, with the result that Seyfert 1 and
Seyfert 2 are the same objects. In particular, in [37] it was seen that a Seyfert 2
galaxy, NGC 1068, has BLR polarized lines in his spectra, suggesting the presence of
an absorbing structure that "covers" the BLR region in the center. Note that this
is in agreement with the affirmations in the caption of figure 2.2: in this, we have a
Seyfert 2 galaxy, and indeed we indirectly see the obscuring torus. Lastly, radio-quiet
AGNs are generically located in spiral galaxies. All of this suggests that they are the
same object, that appears either of Type 1 or Type 2 due to the obscuring effect of
the torus.

2Here "powerful" means that the extraction of energy from the SMBH is more efficient.
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Chapter 3

Models for Jetted AGN

There are many open questions in the explaining of the formation and the dynamics
of relativistic jets, which are about: the primary physical mechanism powering the
jet, the strength and topology of magnetic fields along the jets, the plasma compo-
nents, and consequently the dominant radiative output that we see in the SED. In the
following chapter, we explain the basic ingredients for a general jet model and then
discuss the two main types of these, which differ according to their relativistic com-
position: leptonic models have only electrons and positrons and hadronic models have
also protons. The latter are the less accredited models because they have a higher
number of free parameters and the SED of an AGN can also be explained without an
hadronic relativistic component. In addition, we know that protons are approximately
103 heavier than electrons, so they are more difficult to bring at relativistic energies
and thus the system needs to have an overall higher energy.

So, why do we want to talk more about these models? As mentioned in the
introduction and as we will see in section 3.3, these are the models that can form
TeV or even PeV neutrinos. We will also see in the next chapter that observational
evidence confirms that these models are destined to become more important in the
future of the study of jetted AGN.

So it is obvious that from now we focus the discussion only on the jetted AGN,
ideally on the FRIIs; as said in the paragraph 2.1 these have powerful jets. Since
neutrinos form at high energies, and in particular they are associated with high-energy
radiation, it is appropriate to restrict our discussion to powerful AGNs.

It is important to say that the next section is based on [40].

3.1 Fundamental basis for jet models
A jet phenomenon appears to be common wherever mass accretion onto a central
object occurs, and becomes relativistic in the case of accretion onto compact objects.
In our case the compact object is an SMBH, which forms a large-scale jet, but small-
scale ones can form from neutron stars or smaller black holes. Although we don’t
know the exact physical mechanism that occurs, it is known that the jet components
come from the accretion disk of the SMBH. More specifically, the inner part of the
disk forms the coronal plasma that surrounds the black hole, and this is evacuated by
magnetocentrifugal effects to form a bipolar jet.
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3.1.1 Geometry
It is thought from [39] that the jets formed at a distance z0 from the black hole,
and hence from that can be treated as a distinct physical component; this parameter
is the characteristic scale of the coronal plasma. The geometry of the jet strongly
depends on the proprieties of the components when are accelerated, but there is evi-
dence, discussed in [8] and [34], for M87 that the base of the jet has approximately a
paraboloidal shape which become conical at higher distance scale. This is consistent
with the predictions of a collimated, magnetically-dominated flow that is converted to
a kinetically dominated flow. At distances ≫ 105rg, where rg is the Schwarzschild ra-
dius of the SMHB, jets appear to be well collimated in a quasi-cylindrical structure; it
is often adopted to assume that jet has this structure all along the section responsible
of the radiative output. Despite that, it is more correct to consider the jet a conical
structure, whose cross-sectional radius is parameterized as:

r(z) = r0

(
z

z0

)
(3.1)

where z is the distance from the center of the SMBH, as we see in the figure 3.1
on page 16. In this, the green region represents the accelerating region, and zend
parameterizes the end of the jet.

3.1.2 Emitting region
The emission of high-energy and very-high-energy γ-rays requires the acceleration of
particles to TeV or even PeV energies. This is possible only in relatively small regions
along the jet and due to the short cooling time scale of the particles, we expected
to see the radiation mentioned before. Combining this with the observed rapid vari-
ability of the jets, models can consider the emitting region formed only by a single,
homogeneous region (assumed spherical for simplicity) in which there are uniform
physical conditions. These assumptions are obviously simplifications but are popular
due to their relative simplicity. In [26] is pointed out that models must consider a
multi-zone emitting region, which is necessary for a consistent model. However, this
causes an increase of free parameters and these models are not yet self-consistent with
the magnetohydrodynamics1 (MHD).

3.1.3 Energetics
In the following discussion, we parameterize the energetic extraction from the SMBH to
the relativistic particles by defining different types of luminosity; here the luminosity is
defined as the variation of the energy with respect to time and qi are all dimensionless
parameters (where the subscript i will be an abbreviation) with different physical
meanings.

The accretion power of an SMBH of mass MBH , parameterized by its Eddington
luminosity LEdd

2, it is expressed through the mass accretion rate Ṁ :
1This is the discipline that studies the dynamics of the charged fluids. In our case, it is important

to describe the structure formed by the plasma in the jet.
2This is the maximum luminosity that a body can have remaining in hydrostatic equilibrium. It

can be expressed in term of the mass M of that body:

LEdd = 3.2× 104
(

M

M⊙

)
L⊙
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Laccr ≡ ϵṀc2 = qaccrLEdd ≈ 1.3× 1046qaccr

(
MBH

108 M⊙

)
ergs−1 (3.2)

where ϵ is an efficiency dimensionless parameter, that tells us the portion of the
gas that fell in the SMBH that is converted in energy (and so in luminosity). For an
accretion disk, this is ϵ ∼ 0.07. The introduced parameter qacc is the ratio between
the luminosity of the accretion power of the SMBH and the Eddington luminosity.

A fraction of this is ejected in two symmetrical jets, each carrying:

Ljet =
1

2
qjetLaccr (3.3)

where qjet < 1; this parameter is the fraction between the luminosity of the jet
and half of the luminosity in equation 3.2. The presence of the 1

2 factor implicitly
assumes that Laccr is divided symmetrically between the two jets. The equation also
assumes the mechanism discussed in [10], thus if enhancement from the black hole
spin is relevant (see [11]) this linear relationship with the accretion disk luminosity
may no longer hold.

As we said, the injection of particles from the corona to the jets is driven by the
magnetic field. To allow this, the magnetic energy density at the basis of the jet must
be enough to reach the kinetic energy that the jet plasma achieves. So the energetic
densities at the basis must stand at the condition of equipartition:

Umag(z0) ≥ Ukin(z0)

In the most accepted models, part of the magnetic energy is converted into kinetic
energy of the plasma, bringing the bulk Lorentz factor, Γjet, to a maximal value. The
region in which this occurs can be seen in green in figure 3.1.

There are two possible mechanisms for the acceleration: diffusive shock acceleration
(DSA) or fast magnetic reconnection in the presence of turbulence. In the first case
the plasma gain kinetic energy because they get repeatedly reflected, for example for a
magnetic mirror; the second mechanism works better for jets with high magnetization,
in which the acceleration comes from the fast variation of the topology of the magnetic
field. In both cases, to calculate the maximum energy reached by the particles in the
plasma, we have to equate the total energy-loss rate (see the next section) with the
acceleration rate:

dE

dt

∣∣∣∣
acc

= −dE

dt

∣∣∣∣
tot

(3.4)

the right member represents a loss of energy, so we must put a minus sign. Fol-
lowing [21], a simply acceleration rate is proportional to the magnetic field:

dE

dt

∣∣∣∣
acc

∝ B(z) (3.5)

We parameterize the power transferred to the relativistic plasma as:

Lrel = qrelLjet = Lp + Le = (1 + a)Le (3.6)
where also here qrel < 1, and this parameter represents the fraction of jet luminosity

that is converted into relativistic luminosity. The subscripts p and e stand respectively
for protons and electrons. The parameter a comes from Lp = aLe, so it parameterizes
the proton’s luminosity as a function of the electrons. This is useful to distinguish the
leptonic models, where a < 1, from the lepto-hadronic ones, where a > 1.
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Figure 3.1: Simplified geometry of a jet. θjet is the angle between the observer and
the z axis.

3.1.4 Microphysics of the component of the jet
The most important interaction between the magnetic field and the particles of the
jet is synchrotron radiation. For a charged particle of mass m, energy E = γmc2 and
charge q = Ze, the synchrotron energy-loss rate is (e.g., [14]):

dγ

dt

∣∣∣∣
synch

= −4

3

(me

m

)3 c σT Umag

mec2
Z4γ2 (3.7)

where me is the electron mass, σT is the Thomson cross-section, and Umag is the
magnetic energy density. We note that this cooling is much more efficient for lighter
particles; for example, the process is approximately 1027 more efficient for electrons
than for protons (assuming equal Lorentz factor and magnetic energy density).

The photon field generated from this process can interact with relativistic particles
by IC scattering, forming a synchrotron-self-Compton (SSC) process; in the leptonic
models this dominates the X-ray and also the γ-ray radiative output. The Compton
effect occurs when a high-energy photon collides elastically with a particle, so the IC
process is when the photon is hit by a relativistic particle. The IC can also happen
through an external photon field, such as photons from NLR, BLR, accretion disk, and
the torus (models that consider these scenarios are called External Compton models).
The particle cooling for this mechanism has an analogous equation to the one above,
except for replacing Umag with Urad, which is the energy density of the target photon
field. This analogy makes that IC is considered only for light particles, except in the
case of very high energy [6].

If a photon reaches the threshold energy of ∼ 1MeV in the proton rest frame, the
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photopair described in the Bethe-Heitler process3 takes place:

p+ γ → p+ e− + e+ (3.8)

At even higher energy of the photon (∼ 145MeV always in the proton rest frame),
takes place the photomeson process, with two channels that have the same cross-
section:

p+ γ → p+ aπ0 + b(π+ + π−) (3.9)

p+ γ → n+ π+ + aπ0 + b(π+ + π−) (3.10)

where a and b are integers and represent the pion multiplicities. We can call the
two processes above as pγ interactions. For completeness, the threshold energy of the
proton in the laboratory frame is expressed as:

Ethr
p =

mpc
2 mπc

2

2 Eph

(
1 +

mπ

2mp

)
∼ 7× 1016E−1

eV eV (3.11)

The energy-loss rate of the pγ interactions is very complex (see [9] for the com-
plete calculus); in synthesis, it depends proportionally on the photon distribution, the
cross-section, and the inelasticity of the process (the fraction of the proton energy lost
per interaction), and it is inversely related by the Lorentz factor of the proton. In
[9] there are two analytical expressions, using a power-law and a blackbody spectrum
for the photon distribution. These distributions play an important role in the subse-
quent protons energy distribution and so in the energy distributions of the secondary
particles (the ones that are formed by interaction between particles injected in the
jet). In general, the photon distribution has to consider all the photon fields produced
internally and externally to the jet, but we can make simplifications depending on the
model considered.

The charged pions rapidly decay in leptons and neutrinos:

π+ → µ+ + νµ, µ+ → e+ + νe + ν̄µ (3.12)

π− → µ− + ν̄µ, µ− → e− + ν̄e + νµ (3.13)

whereas neutral pions decay in:

π0 → γ + γ (3.14)

Neutron from equation 3.10 can also decay by the negative β decay :

n → p+ e+ ν̄e (3.15)

This reaction typically takes place outside the jet, due to the charge neutrality of
the neutrons and for the relatively high mean lifetime (∼ 15 minutes in the term of
neutron proper time4). Charge neutrality allows them to escape from the electromag-
netic confinement of the jet, so the external decay allows neutrons to be a candidate

3This is a type of pair-production that concerns a proton and a photon. Since the pair-production
concerns the creation of a subatomic particle and its antiparticle from a neutral boson, in this case
the proton can be seen as a catalyst.

4The proper time of an object is the time calculated in the object rest frame.
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source for high-energy cosmic rays. The β decay is also important for the discovery
of the neutrino; for this and further information about neutrinos see appendix A.

So, only 3.12 and 3.13 are the reactions that produce neutrinos inside the AGN;
note that all these decays refer to their dominant channels (in both charged and neutral
pion decay, in ∼ 99% of the cases are formed those products). Models that consider
pγ productions require a magnetic field ≳ 10− 100G. In this situation, the dominant
photon field is the one that comes from the synchrotron radiation by the primary
electrons (the one that does not come from the decays) of the jet, so we can consider
that field for the IC.

Jets are usually a low-density place, but in the case of a denser jet, one can consider
the proton-proton interaction. Indeed, if these interactions take place they must be
considered for proton cooling and for the radiative output. They interact similarly
to the processes above, forming charged and neutral pions, that inject photons and
leptons in the system. From [9], the energy-loss rate for a proton of energy E that
goes through this process is:

dE

dt

∣∣∣∣
pp

= −np c E κppσpp (3.16)

where e np is the number density of protons in the co-moving frame (the frame fixed
with the jet plasma) σpp is the proton-proton cross-section, and κpp is the inelasticity
of the interaction, that is ∼ 0.5.

Another process that contributes to the cooling of the plasma jet is adiabatic
cooling, which depends on the jet geometry (and so on the position of the plasma
along the jet). In general, is:

dE

dt

∣∣∣∣
ad

= −E

3

dV

dt
(3.17)

The total energy-loss rate that appears in equation 3.4 is simply the sum of all the
prevalent cooling processes.

Finally, the particle distribution can be expressed by a complex transport equation,
that can be simplified based on the models. This equation consider: the variation of
particle number along the time, particle convection along the jet, energy losses/gains,
decays, and escape of particles.

3.1.5 Non-thermal radiative output
The dominant radiation mechanisms from the accelerated particles are: synchrotron
radiation (of primary electrons and protons and secondary pions, muons, and elec-
trons/positrons), IC scattering (relevant only for electrons and positrons), and π0

decay. Some simplified equations (calculated in the co-moving frame) for all three
are found in [40]. For us, it’s important to keep in mind that synchrotron radiation
and IC depend on the particle’s energy distribution, whereas π0 decay depends on
the cross-section of the pγ interactions, the inelasticity and the branching ratio (the
fraction of neutral pion production).

Furthermore, there are two corrections that can be made: electron that can absorb
the radio frequencies photons (Synchrotron-Self absorption, SSA, see [41] and [15]) and
photon-photon annihilation that happens at high energies. In the latter, two γ photons
can form electron-positron pairs.
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Last but not least, from the pion decay we have electron and muon neutrinos that
can be produced if the threshold energy is reached. In the next chapter, we will see
that there has been evidence in recent years of neutrino emission from two AGNs.

In figure 3.2 we see a typical SED of a blazar, with his "double-humped" shape;
the left peak corresponds to the synchrotron radiation and the right one corresponds
to the higher energetic processes (which vary according to the model). There is also
the predicted neutrino flux of the source and the IceCube event (the red cross) which
is thought to be linked with that blazar. The low energy peak is well explained with
the synchrotron radiation, while the high energy peak is still debated.

Figure 3.2: SED of blazar H 1914-194 and the neutrino flux for the corresponding
IceCube event (ID 22). The pe process is the photopair (3.8) and the
pπ is the photomeson (3.9)-(3.10). Data are obtained from ASI Science
Data Center. Image credit: [31].

3.2 Leptonic Model
The most popular class of models adopts the leptonic model, in which the high-energy
component is the result of the IC scattering by the same electrons responsible for the
synchrotron emission. Different sources of photons can be considered and obviously,
the emission will be dominated by the photon field with the largest energy density
(measured in the co-moving jet frame). The two generic scenarios, the SSC and the
External Compton (EC), were briefly discussed in the sub-paragraph 3.1.4.

The SSC process dominates in the case of very weak or even absent thermal radi-
ation from the center of the AGN, so regard SMBH that don’t have a high accretion
rate. A higher accretion rate corresponds to a bigger accretion disk and stronger ther-
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mal radiation from the center of the AGN, which can also be reflected by the torus
or the BLR. Following this reasoning, for the powerful AGN we can consider the EC
process.

In these models, the jet also contains protons to ensure charge neutrality, but not at
relativistic energies. In the absence of protons, we can assume a pure electron-positron
plasma, always to ensure charge neutrality.

3.3 Lepto-Hadronic Model
To accelerate protons at relativistic speed, a strong magnetic field is required. For this
reason, the lepton components of the jet emit through synchrotron radiation, so as
the decay products. Jets densities are very low (< 103cm−3), so the pion production
processes are dominated by pγ interactions. In this case, the decay products are pro-
duced with Lorentz factors of γ ≳ 107, making possible the production of TeV or PeV
neutrinos. The π0 decay photons and synchrotron photons from electrons/positrons at
these energies emerge beyond TeV energies. The emission region is highly opaque to
these photons, so through pair production additional electron/positron pairs are pro-
duced in a cascading process. From equation 3.7 we note that the synchrotron cooling
is highly efficient for lighter particles, so protons practically don’t emit through this
process. Considering that synchrotron cooling is the primary and the stronger cooling
effect that happens when a particle becomes relativistic, if the magnetic field in the
jet is strong enough, from equation 3.4 turns out that protons can be accelerated effi-
ciently; consequentially the can overcome the threshold energies of the pγ interactions.
A direct determination of that is difficult, but if a neutrino detection is linked with
an AGN, we are sure that a lepto-hadronic model is required.

Calculating the neutrinos flux from an AGN jet is very difficult, but the classical
method can be summarized like this:

1. First is estimated the energy distribution for the protons and the photons, once
a specific model has assumed which is the target photon field for the interaction.
Typically the energy distribution is in the form of a power law function combined
with an exponential cutoff. The steepness and the cutoff vary from model to
model and depend on the cooling time scale (for protons) and the radiation
source (for photons). A generic example is:

Ni(Ei) ∝ (Ei)
−αi × exp

(
− Ei

Ei,max

)
(3.18)

The subscript i is generic, it could be p for protons, for example. The first term
is the power law, where αi is the steepness and the second is the exponential
cutoff. The cutoff happens when Ei > Ei,max, so Ei,max is the maximum energy
that the subject i can reach.

2. Through the cross-section of the interaction, can be calculated an energetic
distribution for the neutrinos.

3. Then the neutrino flux can be calculated and then can be converted in our
cosmological epoch. To do this, one has to know the luminosity function of
the source, that is the function that tells how the sources of this type evolve
during the cosmological time, and his redshift. This is because the number and
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the energy density of the neutrinos (but generically for any particles that travel
through spacetime) aren’t conserved, due to the expansion of the universe.
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Chapter 4

Neutrino detection and evidence
of extragalactic neutrinos

Neutrinos are very elusive particles, that interact only through gravitational and weak
interaction. Due to their very low mass (see appendix A) and their charge neutrality,
the gravitational interaction is too weak to be detected and they don’t interact via the
electromagnetic field. So we can detect them only with weak interaction. This sin-
gular behavior is what arouses interest in scientists: if neutrinos can travel spacetime
practically unchanged, this means that they can carry precious unchanged informa-
tion about the source in which they are produced. This is extremely useful for every
astrophysical source, in particular for the most distant ones or in case other messenger
channels (photons, for example) are not effective.

4.1 Detection of neutrinos
Despite their behavior, the weak interaction between neutrinos and matter rarely
happens. The two channels in which this occurs are:

• Neutral current. These interactions are mediated by the Z boson, which
doesn’t have an electric charge. The exchange of that boson transfers momen-
tum, spin, and energy, but leaves the interacting particles’ quantum numbers
(charge, flavor, baryon number, lepton number, etc.) unaffected. Since there is
no exchange of electric charge, there is the adjective neutral in the name of this
interaction. In the detector, the neutrino enters and then leaves after having
transferred some of its energy and momentum to a target particle. If this is
charged and lightweight (as an electron), it might be accelerated to a relativistic
speed and consequently emit Cherenkov radiation1. All three neutrino flavors
(see appendix A) can participate, regardless of the neutrino energy. However,
no neutrino flavor information is left behind.

• Charged current. These interactions are mediated by the W boson, which
can have a positive or negative electric charge. In this interaction, there is also

1This radiation is formed when a charged particle moves faster than the speed of light in a
dispersive medium, while remaining below the limit of the speed of light in vacuum. Consequently, a
radiation cone is left behind the particle, similar to what happens when an object exceeds the speed
of sound in the atmosphere. The angle of that cone depends on the γLorentz factor of the particle
and the threshold speed of this effect depends on the dispersive medium.
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a transfer of electric charge, and so there is the adjective charged in the name.
A high-energy neutrino transforms into its partner lepton (electron, muon, or
tauon), which can be detected through Cherenkov radiation. Since electrons are
the lighter leptons, the channel that forms them is the most common, but also
muons can easily form. A detector that can distinguish among these leptons can
reveal the flavor of the incident neutrino. Target particles can be neutrons or
protons, for example.

Taking this into consideration, different detection methods have been developed
over the years. Generically, detectors are built underground to suppress the cosmic
rays, that interfere with the neutrino’s revelation. Below there is a list of some of the
most important ones.

Scintillators Scintillation detectors are made of materials that emit ultraviolet or
visible radiation when they are exited from high-energy photons or particles. These de-
tectors were important for the discovery of the first antineutrino by the Cowan–Reines
neutrino experiment in 1956. In this two scintillation detectors were placed next to
the water targets. Here, antineutrinos with an energy above the threshold of 1.8MeV
caused charged current (an inverse beta decay) interactions with the protons in the
water, producing positrons and neutrons. The resulting positrons annihilate with elec-
trons, creating pairs of coincident photons that could be detected by the scintillation
detectors. The neutrons were captured by cadmium nuclei, forming γ-rays of about
8MeV could be detected too.

Cherenkov detectors In these, a large volume of clear material such as water
or ice is surrounded by light-sensitive photomultiplier tubes. They are devices that
convert incident photons into electrical signals. Once Cherenkov radiation is formed
by charged leptons, this is detected by the photomultiplier tubes and shows up as a
characteristic ring-like pattern of activity in the array of detectors. The ring pattern
represents the "shock-wave" radiation of the Cherenkov light. Neutrinos can interact
with atomic nuclei to produce charged leptons which emit Cherenkov radiation, and
the formed pattern can be used to understand direction, energy, and sometimes flavor
information about incident neutrinos.

These detectors were used in the Kamiokande and also in his today’s successor
Super-Kamiokande. This series of neutrino telescopes is located in the Kamioka Ob-
servatory in Japan. Important discoveries and confirmations regarding neutrinos have
occurred here, as the discovery, in 1987, of the first cosmic neutrino from supernova SN
1987A, the confirmation that neutrinos are massive particles (specifically the strong
evidence and successive study of the neutrino oscillation) and the study of proton
decay. The first two studies have won the Nobel prize: the first in 2002 for Raymond
Davis Jr. and Masatoshi Koshiba "for pioneering contributions to astrophysics, and in
particular for the detection of cosmic neutrinos"2 and the second in 2015 for Takaaki
Kajita and Arthur McDonald “for the discovery of neutrino oscillations which show
that the neutrino has mass”.

Since the neutrino flux incoming to Earth decreases with increasing energy, if we
are interested in them the size of these neutrino detectors must increase too. Building
kilometer-sized cube detectors underground covered by thousands of photomultipli-
ers would be prohibitively expensive, so detection volumes of this magnitude can be

2This prize was divided with Riccardo Giacconi “for pioneering contributions to astrophysics,
which led to the discovery of cosmic X-ray sources”
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achieved by installing Cherenkov detector arrays deep inside already existing natural
water or ice formations. Doing this brings some advantages: at first, hundreds of
meters of water or ice partly protect the detector from atmospheric muons (that can
directly or not, by decay, interfere with the revelation of extraterrestrial neutrinos)
and secondly, these environments are transparent and dark, useful for detecting the
faint Cherenkov light. Examples of these enormous detectors are: the ANTARES
telescope (Astronomy with a Neutrino Telescope and Abyss environmental Research)
and the next-generation KM3NeT (Cubic Kilometre Neutrino Telescope), both in the
Mediterranean Sea, AMANDA (Antarctic Muon And Neutrino Detector Array) and
his successor IceCube, both inside Antarctic glacial ice near the South Pole. IceCube
was also made for the detection of neutrinos from the most powerful sources, having
so far detected dozens of high-energy events. Two of these are most likely neutrinos
produced by AGNs, as we see in the next section.

Radio detectors There are ground neutrino detectors, that use antennas to detect
Cherenkov or Askaryan3 radiation. RICE (Radio Ice Cherenkov Experiment) and
ANITA (Antarctic Impulse Transient Antenna) are both in Antarctica and are made
to detect high-energy neutrinos, so they potentially can detect cosmic neutrinos from
sources such as AGNs.

4.1.1 IceCube, the South Pole Neutrino Observatory
IceCube is a cubic-kilometer particle detector made of Antarctic ice and located near
the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. This neutrino observatory was built un-
der a National Science Foundation (NSF) Major Research Equipment and Facilities
Construction grant, with assistance from partner funding agencies around the world.
Detectors develop between ∼ 1500m and ∼ 2500m under ancient polar ice, which is
ice practically free of imperfections. The arrangement of the detectors can be seen
in the figure 4.1. The range of the instrument is from GeV to hundreds of PeV and
above, with the observation of cosmic neutrinos at energies approaching 10PeV.

The most common neutrino detection comes from atmosphere neutrinos, so if we
want to discover the high-energy astrophysical ones, it is necessary to discard these
common events. IceCube works 24/7, and a software selects the most interesting
event, for example selecting the events from a specific portion of the sky or selecting
high-energy events. This is made by the GCN/TAN network (the Gamma-Ray Burst
Coordinates Network and the Transient Astronomy Network) that since 2013 "alert"
within seconds or minutes in the case of a particular situation. For our interest, there
are two types of alerts (see GCN/TAN network for more details):

• IceCube HESE alerts announce the detection of a single high-energy neutrino
that interacts inside the instrumented volume of ice. Uncertainty of muon neu-
trinos has a typical error of 1.5°. The pointing resolution for electron and tau
neutrinos is very high, around 10°. The frequency of these alerts is three to four
times per year. The first alert was sent in April 2016.

• IceCube EHE alerts announce the detection of a single extremely high-energy
neutrino coming from the Northern Hemisphere. Neutrinos of this type reach
IceCube after passing through Earth, thus filtering out all background. For this
reason, the uncertainties are smaller: typical pointing errors are less than 0.5°.
They occur four to six times per year. The first alert was sent in July 2016.

3This is a process analogous to the Cherenkov radiation, that forms roughly in the same way.
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Figure 4.1: DOMs are the digital optical modules, each with a photomultiplier and
relative electronics; there are in total 5160 of these. DeepCore is the
center array, that has a major density of detectors. IceTop is composed
of a total of 81 DOMs organized on the surface, for the detection of the
cosmic ray and the calibration of IceCube. Image credit: IceCube.

In November 2013 it was announced that 28 neutrinos were detected, which likely
originated outside the Solar System. Among those, a pair of high-energy neutrinos in
the PeV range, making them among the highest energy neutrinos currently discovered.
The pair were nicknamed "Bert" and "Ernie". Later in 2013, the number of detections
increased to 37, including a new high-energy neutrino at 2PeV given the name of "Big
Bird".

In July 2018, IceCube scientists announced that they had traced an EHE neu-
trino that hit their detector in September 2017. They linked this to the blazar TXS
0506+056 located 5.7 billion light-years away. This was the first time that a neutrino
detector had been used to locate an object in space.

Finally, in November 2022 IceCube announced the detection of a neutrino emitted
by the active galactic nucleus of Messier 77 (also known as NGC 1068). This AGN
and the blazar above, are (probably) two of the four known sources for astrophysical
neutrinos4. In figure 4.2 there is the graphic rendering of the detection of "Ernie".

4The other two are the Sun and the supernova SN 1987A.
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Figure 4.2: Each dot represents an optical module in the IceCube neutrino detector.
The colored spots indicate that the optical modules detected a particle.
Red is where the particle interaction began and the size of the colored
spot refers to the intensity of the emitted Cherenkov light. Image credit:
IceCube.

4.2 IceCube events for the evidence of astrophysical
neutrinos

4.2.1 The 2013 IceCube Collaboration
In 2013, Aartsen et al.[18] report data obtained between 2010 and 2012 with the
IceCube neutrino detector that reveals 28 events at energies between 30 TeV and 1.2
PeV. As said before, it was found that two of those neutrinos have energy of ∼ PeV,
for which we expect extraterrestrial origins. The expected event from atmospheric
muons and neutrinos, calculated in the same amount of time of the data taking, was
10.6+5.0

−3.6, below the event captured by IceCube.
Four events started were down-going, consistent with the properties of the expected

6.0± 3.4 background atmospheric muons, as measured from a control sample of pene-
trating muons in data. Muons form in the atmosphere due to the interaction between
this and cosmic rays; the subsequent formed pions decay in the way we have already
seen (the decays 3.12 and 3.13): For this reason, they form an atmospheric neutrino
background that in the case of this study, have to take in account. The points at
which the remaining events were first observed were uniformly distributed throughout
the detector. This is consistent with expectations for neutrino events and inconsistent
with backgrounds from penetrating muons or with systematic detector errors.

To exclude the background origins of the events, the study has modeled an atmospheric-
only neutrino-flux, following [28]. This predicts, on average, a 6.1 background neutri-
nos from pions, kaons, and charm5, in addition to the muon background. The final
result is that the background origins of the total 28 events deviate from a "standard
level" with a ∼ 4σ, depending on the statistical method adopted. Furthermore, the
energy spectrum, angular distribution, and shower-to-muon track ratio of the observed

5Kaon is a type of meson, and charm is a type of quark.
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events strongly constrain the possibility that events are entirely of atmospheric origin.
The angular distribution of the events is consistent with isotropic assumption, while
atmosphere origins would lead to an anisotropic distribution. Neutrino atmospheric
flux scale as ∼ E−3.7 (see [3]), while the data are well described by an E−2 neutrino
spectrum with an all-flavour normalization of:

E2ϕ(E) = (1.2± 0.4)× 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1

A flux at this level would have been expected to generate an additional three to
six events in the 2 to 10 PeV range; the lack of such events in the sample may indicate
either a softer spectrum or the presence of a break or cutoff above the PeV energies.

Reconstructing a precise direction in the sky, to possibly link a source for these
events, was not possible due to the low angular resolution. Despite that, the study
confirms the presence of an extraterrestrial neutrino flux at high energies and for
this reason, the GCN/TAN network was developed to facilitate the detection of these
interesting events.

4.2.2 Neutrino in the direction of TXS 0506+056
The event IceCube-170922A detected on 22 September 2017 was coincident in direction
and time with a gamma-ray flare from the blazar TXS 0506+056. The event was
targeted as an EHE alert, of an estimated energy of 290TeV.

The blazar is a north hemisphere source located at right ascension (RA) 77.3582◦

and declination (Dec) +5.69314◦ (J2000 equinox) and the best fitting for the event
is of RA 77.43+0.95

0.65 and Dec 5.72+0.50
0.30 (both in degrees), that correspond to a 90%

containment region. The enhanced γ-ray activity of the blazar has been observed
since April 2017 by the Large Area Telescope (LAT) on the Fermi Gamma-ray Space
Telescope. The significance of the spatial and temporal coincidence of the high-energy
neutrino and the blazar flare is estimated to be at the 3σ level (see [17]).

To prove the possibility that TXS 0506+056 could be a neutrino source, in [17] used
two model-independent methods to the data from the sky region of the blazar, collected
between 2008 and 2017. A high-significance point source detection can require as few
as two or three, or as many as 30, signal events to stand out from the background,
depending on the energy spectrum and the clustering of events in time. The result is
that there is a correlation between the source and some events during the 9-year time
box of data taking. Both methods give a neutrino spectrum well described by a E−2

trend and the flux normalization at 100TeV:

ϕ100 = 0.8+0.5
−0.4 × 10−16 TeV −1 cm−2 s−1

There was only a mismatching excess of neutrinos from 2012 to 2015. The study
found an excess of high-energy neutrino events with respect to atmospheric back-
grounds, between September 2014 and March 2015. This constitutes 3.5σ evidence
for neutrino emission from the direction of TXS 0506+056, independent of and prior
to the 2017 flaring episode. This suggests that blazars are identifiable sources of the
high-energy astrophysical neutrino flux, and confirms that the event IceCube-170922A
wasn’t a coincidence.

It also calculated the all-flavor neutrino flux and combined that with the redshift
of the source, calculating the isotropic neutrino luminosity (averaged over 158 days):

Lν = 1.2+0.6
−0.4 × 1047 erg s−1
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The isotropic γ-ray luminosity, taken from all Fermi-LAT observations during the
same period [16], between 0.1TeV and 100 TeV is lower:

Lγ = 0.28× 1047 erg s−1

Since γ-rays are expected to be produced in the same processes that produce
neutrinos, a higher luminosity in neutrinos than in gamma rays could imply that a
substantial fraction of the gamma rays related to the neutrino production are either
absorbed or arriving at energies above or below the Fermi-LAT energy band.

4.2.3 Neutrino from NGC 1068
The galaxy NGC 1068, also known as M77, is a Seyfert 2 galaxy. Recently, in [19]
there seems to be evidence for neutrino emission from this source. It is found that
there is an excess of 79+22

−20 neutrinos at TeV energies, with a global significance of
4.2γ. The excess was found by studying the data from 2011 to 2020.

Assuming that NGC 1068 is a neutrino source is a strong assumption, but if it
were true it would be interesting. This is because the source is classified as radio-loud,
and this could mean that also in this AGN is possible the presence of a hadronic
component accelerated to relativistic energies.

The muon neutrino flux calculated at 1TeV is of:

ϕ1TeV
νµ

= (5.0± 1.5)× 10−11 TeV −1 cm−2 s−1

that is 3 times higher if we consider the all-flavour flux. Assuming a distance of
NGC 1068 of 14.4Mpc, the averaged isotropic neutrino luminosity is:

Lν = (2.9± 1.1)× 1042 erg s−1

that is an order of magnitude higher than the equivalent γ-ray luminosity of:

Lγ = 1.6× 1041 erg s−1

taken from all Fermi-LAT observations during the same period, between 100GeV
and 100 MeV([7]-[4]). The neutrino luminosity also exceeds the upper limits reported
above 200GeV (see [5]). This can be explained remember the AGN classification:
Seyfert 2 AGN are the ones in which the central region is obscured by the torus. So,
the discrepancy of luminosity could tell us that the neutrinos are produced in a region
with high absorption for the γ-ray. If this is true, NGC 1068 could be a neutrino
source.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Detection of more astrophysics neutrinos could open a new way to examine our uni-
verse, especially the most extreme and prohibitive environments that can’t be studied
only with photons. Although there is only three kinds of sources that are confirmed
neutrino emitters in the cosmos (the blazar TXS 0506+056, the nearest star, the Sun,
and the supernova SN 1987A), we have to take into consideration that neutrinos are
very difficult to detect, and we "just began" the observation in this way. AGNs are
among the most promising candidates for contributing to an astrophysical neutrino
flux, so the next years could be very interesting in the field of multimessenger astro-
physics.
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Appendix A

Neutrinos

In the first quarter of the last century, in the study of beta decay, there was a problem:
it seems to be a violation of the energy conservation law. It was thought that the
outgoing electrons have a fixed energy, but different experiments made in particular
by Lise Meitner, Otto Hahn, and James Chadwick in 1914, have demonstrated that
electrons have a continuum spectra energy. In successive years were proposed theories
to face this contradiction, and the correct one was a postulation by Wolfgang Pauli,
in his famous letter "Dear radioactive ladies and gentlemen" sent in 1930. To "save"
the law of energy conservation, he proposed the existence of a light, neutral, weakly
interacting particle that accompanies the electron in the decay.

Three years later, Enrico Fermi developed the beta decay theory and gave the name
"neutrino" to this ambiguous and not yet discovered particle. The first detection of
the neutrino (more precisely, it was detected electron anti-neutrino) was in 1956 by
the Reines and Cowan experiment, which consisted of putting a detector near the
nuclear plant of Hanford.

Neutrino is a fundamental particle almost massless (< 1eV for the sum of all
flavors), so it can reach easily high velocity, very near to the speed of light. It has a spin
of 1/2 and has no electric charge. As they interact only with weak interaction, which
is important only in short distances, they can pass through matter without interacting
at all; every second we are traversed roughly by thousand trillions of neutrinos every
second.

The neutrino has 3 different "flavors", depending on which are its "parent" lepton:
electron, pion, or tau. The discovery of the pion-neutrino was thanks to M. Schwartz,
L. Lederman, and J. Steinberger in 1962 from BNL (Brookhaven National Laboratory),
while tau-neutrino was first detected in 2000 at Fermilab by DONUT experiment. The
flavors of neutrinos can "oscillate", that is one neutrino can change flavor over time.
This is an important and surprising process, that requires a massive neutrino; as seen
in section 4.1 on page 22, this discovery brought a Nobel prize in 2015. Despite that,
the mass of the single neutrino is still unknown, due to the difficulty of building an
experiment to determine that. How neutrinos take their mass is also more mysterious
because they don’t do that through interactions with the Higgs boson. In the Standard
Model, this is the particle that gives mass to others. One theory predicts that the
neutrino has a very heavy partner called "sterile neutrino" that exists for a very brief
time, and that interacts with the Higgs boson. Then with a “seesaw” mechanism, the
lighter neutrino is formed from his heavy partner’s mass. The mechanism consists of
the fact that as the mass of the massive partner goes up, the mass of the light neutrino
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goes down; this seesaw relationship has not yet been experimentally verified.
Sterile neutrinos are so-called for their theorized nature: they can interact only with

the gravitational field, making them practically invisible. For this reason, scientists
are not sure that there are only three neutrino flavors, but today there isn’t evidence
for addictive flavors.

Other unresolved mysteries of the neutrinos are the fact that we are not sure if
they are Dirac or Majorana particles, which would be the lightest neutrinos, and the
fact that neutrinos are only left-handed.
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